Shaping the Future of Fashion
Suzy Menkes, Karolina Kurková & Karina Dobrotvorskaya joined Vogue
CS for the first VOGUE LIVE fashion and luxury conference in Prague
V24 Media, the publisher of Vogue Czech Republic & Slovakia hosted VOGUE LIVE: Shaping the Future of
Fashion on May 31 at the Mandarin Oriental in Prague. VOGUE LIVE is the first event of its kind, a conference
for the leading fashion and luxury industry executives in the Czech Republic and Slovakia. The event gave its
participants unprecedented access to world-renowned fashion authorities as they shared their global vision and
reflected upon industry trends and challenges through a series of discussions and presentations.
Michaela Seewald, owner and director of V24 Media, says:
“V24 Media created VOGUE LIVE as a completely unique event where fashion industry experts, our
business partners and international celebrities can meet. We are excited to share this distinctive Vogue
experience with everyone as they hear about the latest innovations in the fashion and luxury segment from
the foremost authorities of these fields”
VOGUE LIVE: Shaping the Future of Fashion started with Suzy Menkes, Editor, Vogue International, speaking
about the key trends and changes in the fashion and luxury industry. Followed by Karina Dobrotvorskaya, Executive Director, Editorial Development, Conde Nast International, talking about the future of print magazines
including its challenges and innovations. The event concluded with supermodel Karolina Kurková discussing her
20 years at the top of the fashion industry with Andrea Běhounková, Editor-in-Chief of Vogue CS.
The presentations were immediately followed by a beautiful lunch in the sunny courtyard of the Mandarin
Oriental Prague in the heart of historic Malá Strana.
Vogue CS would like to thank the event sponsors De’Longhi, Gismondi, Guerlain, Land Rover, Mandarin
Oriental Prague, as well as other partners Bibelot, Ligne Roset, Moser, Pigmentarium, and Samsung.
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About Vogue CS
Vogue CS is published by Prague based V24 Media a next generation publishing platform in partnership with
Conde Nast International focusing on delivering inspirational content and visuals in print and online. The company is founded by Michaela Seewald with the founding team including Vogue CS Editor-in-Chief Andrea Behounkova and Vogue CS Creative director Jan Kralicek. The Czech/Slovak edition of Vogue is the 24th edition
in the world. Vogue is published in the United States, Great Britain, France, Italy, Germany, Spain, Russia, Japan,
China, Taiwan, Mexico and Latin America, in the Middle East, Korea, Brazil, Australia, Portugal, India, Turkey,
Thailand, Poland, and Ukraine. The first issue of Vogue CS was published in August 2018.

Please visit vogue.cz and follow us on @vogueczechoslovakia and facebook.com/VOGUECZECHOSLOVAKIA.
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